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CCH® Tagetik for SAP HANA®

A CPM Platform Built for the Future

Complete the financial close, consolidation, planning, regulatory reporting — but in a fraction of the time. By pairing our market leading CPM
platform with SAP HANA’s in-memory technology, you get the ultimate in data processing performance. Our pre-built connector seamlessly
integrates with S/4 HANA databases for maximize system uptime. Not only does this perfect combination supercharge your ability to get things
done, but our finance-owned, cloud-based approach puts the power of agility in your hands.

Extend your SAP investment. Harness the power of granular data. Lay a foundation for AI. Get prepared for the future — whatever it holds —
with CCH Tagetik for SAP HANA.

Get S/4HANA and SAP HANA® ready 

Speed up CPM processing

Expedite the close, consolidation, 

planning, reporting, disclosure, and 

analytics by combining our best-in-class 

CPM tech with SAP HANA’s in-memory, 

high speed processing. Our pre-built 

S/4HANA Connector gets you up and 

running on the platform — fast.

A foundation for the future

Prepare for future tech. Our platform’s

extensible, high performance, and big

data handling lays the foundation for

you to adopt leading-edge functionality.

We prep your data you can elevate

financial processes with AI and machine

learning when you’re ready.

Accelerate in-depth analytics and 
insights

Access key insights faster. CCH Tagetik

gives you the power to simulate, analyze,

and transform granular data across your

business. With SAP HANA, it’s just that

much faster.

Satisfy IT and finance requirements

Put finance in the driver’s seat. Our

finance-forward solution empowers

finance to own and manage analytical

models — without IT intervention. It’s

intuitive to use, easy to configure, and

adapts to even the most complex

business models.

Lower TCO and maximize ROI

Extend your existing SAP investment. Cut

the cost and frustration of integration

with our S/4 HANA Connector. For all

other source systems, CCH Tagetik

provides the same seamless integration

via APIs and our ETL.

Improve decision-making

Understand the entire chain of impact

before you make decisions. Whether it’s

a capital purchase, a new market, a new

product, pricing, a promotion, or opening

a warehouse, play out what-if scenarios

to plan with the best outcome in mind.
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About Wolters Kluwer

Wolters Kluwer (WKL) is a global leader in professional information, software solutions, and services for the healthcare; tax and accounting; governance, risk and

compliance; and legal and regulatory sectors. We help our customers make critical decisions every day by providing expert solutions that combine deep domain

knowledge with technology and services. Wolters Kluwer reported 2020 annual revenues of €4.6 billion. The group serves customers in over 180 countries, maintains

operations in over 40 countries, and employs approximately 19,200 people worldwide. The company is headquartered in Alphen aan den Rijn, the Netherlands.

Wolters Kluwer shares are listed on Euronext Amsterdam (WKL) and are included in the AEX and Euronext 100 indices. Wolters Kluwer has a sponsored Level 1

American Depositary Receipt (ADR) program. The ADRs are traded on the over-the-counter market in the U.S. (WTKWY).

For more information, visit www.wolterskluwer.com, follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and YouTube. Visit CCH® Tagetik website

CCH Tagetik for SAP HANA®

“CCH Tagetik was founded on the 

concept of having one unified system for 

all the applications and processes in 

CPM. That is matched by the total 

unification technology of SAP HANA, 

where you run everything in one place ‒ 

and we’re leveraging those similar 

approaches to deliver more information 

faster to finance and drive digital 

transformation.”

Bani Brandolini
CCH Tagetik

Complete financial processes in a fraction of the time

• CCH Tagetik on SAP HANA: Get real-time access to data, reporting, and analytics. Complete all financial

processes, including the close, consolidation, planning, reporting, disclosure, and compliance, in a fraction

of the time.

• Unified platform: CCH Tagetik goes beyond basic CPM by providing an all-in-solution for consolidation,

budgeting & planning, profitability & advanced analytics, ESG and regulatory disclosure, and reporting.

• S/4HANA Connector: Our pre-built S/4HANA connector integrates data from Financial and Accounting

(FICO), Sales and Distribution (SD), Profit Center Accounting (PCA) or any other S/4HANA module.

• Real-time data access: Eliminate latency with SAP HANA in-memory platform, Smart Data Access (SDA),

and SAP Smart Data Integration (SDI) to SAP source systems.

• Real-time reporting and analytics: CCH Tagetik automatically generates the SAP HANA analytical model

(dimensionality, data, and security) for use in SAP Analytics Cloud or SAP Analysis for Office.

• Advanced analytics: Tap into SAP HANA’s scale and power and CCH Tagetik’s built-in financial intelligence

to turn high volumes of granular data into actionable analytics.

• Leverage the SAP HANA product stack: CCH Tagetik is continually developing to expand our integration

with the SAP HANA product stack and the SAP HANA technology.

• Connector enabled for SAP® solutions: Reduce integration costs by 30% or more with our SAP solution

integration. Automate data and metadata extraction and mapping from SAP ERP Finance and tables in

SAP® Business Warehouse (SAP BW).

• Flexible deployment: Deploy CCH Tagetik for SAP HANA on-premises or on the cloud (AWS, Azure, SAP

Cloud).

Why CCH Tagetik

• Finance Owned: Purpose built to be 

maintained by Finance, reducing 

dependency on IT.

• Unified CPM Solution: Consolidation, 

Planning and Reporting in one solution 

provide confidence in your data.

• Reliability: Our implementation team 

and partners consistently deliver. 

Finance Benefits
• Shorten consolidation, planning, and reporting 

cycles
• Base decisions on real-time financial analytics
• Provide the right answers faster to management
• Predictive & prescriptive forecasting
• Maximize ROI, lower TCO
• Extend use with partner built applications

IT Benefits
• Extend your SAP investment
• Simplify the IT infrastructure
• Flexible deployment options
• Mitigate extract-transform-load risks 
• Free up IT resources
• Reduce integration consulting costs by up to 30%
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